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Brand Development

98…99…100!
Here we come!
The National Trust for Scotland (NTS) had decided that

STV Creative joined the team, and together, we decided

they were ready to make a bold move in their marketing

to showcase Scotland as one big playground, inviting

strategy for 2013. They had a focused set of goals and

everyone to join the fun.

a dynamic, enthusiastic team with aspirations of opening
the doors of the NTS to a much wider audience. To not

The resulting ‘Let’s Play’ campaign was the first step in a

encourage a wider demographic to experience their

5 year plan to reassert and rejuvenate a fantastic

rich wealth of natural, cultural and historic assets

and well-loved organisation. The campaign surpassed all

just seemed criminal. The challenge was to flip negative

expectations; impressive statistics confirmed that a more

perceptions, shake the dust from the shoulders of

playful, more open way of thinking was working.

history and breathe life back into The NTS - but how?

Let the
games begin...
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Rules of
the Game

Perception Aspirations

The NTS started with six months of in depth consumer

Quickly, the NTS realised that in order to drive

marketing research. This helped them redefine their

memberships up and move the charity forward,

target markets and establish how they are perceived

public perception needed to dramatically change.

by the public. They were able to develop their ‘brand

With this, a set of objectives followed.

perceptions’ and ‘brand perception aspirations’.

•

NTS provides me with
great value days out all
year round and supports a
good cause.

•

Donating money helps
them to preserve
important collections,
buildings and landscapes
for future generations.

•

NTS provides
fantastic days out for
the whole family.

•

NTS are a dynamic
organisation who are
looking to the future to
preserve the past.

•

I’m always made to feel
welcome and the staff are
very knowledgeable about
their sites.

•

A day out at a NTS
attraction is great value
for money.

Current Perceptions

•

NTS looks after castles
and stately homes.

•

An exclusive club for
people with lots of money.

•

NTS are not suitable for
children.

•

The work NTS does is
important and they’re a
safe pair of hands.

•

NTS tends to be for older
people with lots of free
time on their hands.

•

I feel like I need to be
quiet when visiting an
NTS property.

•

Staff at NTS are very
knowledgeable in their
specialist fields.

•

It’s expensive to visit
an NTS attraction and
membership is over £100
per year.

•

•

A visit to a NTS attraction
gives me the chance to
learn something new in
an enjoyable way.
(Edu-tainment)
NTS cares for a wide
range of places and offers
experiences catering to
many interests.

With tackling negative perceptions now at the core of the
campaign, The NTS needed to identify who they weren’t
connecting with via their current marketing strategy.

They knew they could rely on their loyal, more senior
members, but they needed to shift focus and set their
sights on the rest!

The big three!
Bairns in Buggies:

Weans in Wellies:

Free Spirits:

Mums aged 25+,

Parents aged 35+

No children

pre-school kids

with primary kids

usually

(0-5 yrs)

(5-12yrs)

(35-49yrs)

•

Sociable mums.

•

•

Spontaneous

•

Child friendly facilities and
atmosphere.

•

Escape the routine

•

Sociable weekenders

•

Love a nugget of
knowledge

•

•

Fun activities
(and probably messy.)

•

Busy families with lots of
hobbies.
Quality time together is
paramount.

•

Hands-on, interactive and
stimulating activities.

•

Spaces to play, picnic and
make their own fun.

Places to be noisy!

As well as seeking out an
exciting new demographic
The NTS wanted to:
•

Retain and develop
their market,
ensuring their
existing members
were happy with
the ‘new’ NTS.  

•

Make the first step
in their 5 year
plan to develop
their brand and
change people’s
perceptions.

•

Through social and
digital interaction
attain significant
data capture for long
term engagement.

•

Create a multichannel campaign
utilising digital
platforms to raise
online traffic.

2200
The target was 2200 new members, with the majority coming
from these newly defined target markets. With that said,

supporting memberships through all the age categories was
still of vital importance, as was ensuring existing members
were not alienated.

Last time
they played…

The NTS marketing team felt the need for change, they

poorly received venture, possibly ahead of its time and

wanted their limited budgets to work harder, but with

a little ‘blue’ for the blue rinse brigade. The adverts were

change comes fear.

pulled after three days on air, which left the board a little
shaken and gave the ‘old guard’ plenty of ammunition to

The direct mailers and print campaigns were working;

dissuade future TV campaigns.

there were no serious fluctuations in memberships, no
real highs or lows. It was tried and tested, why rock

Eight years later, a new marketing team weren’t so

the boat? This was the attitude among some of the

easily scared and stuck to their guns. With the parting

cautious ‘old guard’ who had weathered many storms at

wisdom from the ‘old guard’ ‘on your own head be it’, the

NTS. They had last tried television marketing in 2005, a

campaign HAD to be a success.

Out with
the old....

...in with
the new.
It was time to roll up our sleeves and get back on the

Their target market is youthful; they want value

monkey bars. We knew we had a fantastic product

for money, excitement and a place that offers both

(Scotland) but we needed to give the old girl a new hair

entertainment and education. Parents want to know that

doo and a fresh pair of heels.

a day out with The NTS will give their children have a
chance to play and be imaginative. Somewhere where

The NTS is loved by so many (316,000, members!) but

kids can be kids!

for a large portion of the public, it was hiding beneath an
old dust sheet. Our job was to whip it away and show The

This was pivotal to our thinking. Inspiration came from

NTS as the fun and exciting experience that it truly is.

a new wave French film ‘Bande à part’, where a young

Working closely with The NTS, we wanted to get people

couple race through the Louvre in Paris as fast as they

engaged, active and interacting, emphasising quality

can. This dichotomy created a wonderful contrast; this

time, and fun days out with a strong call to action throughout.

was to be the starting point for the creative. Perfectly

reflecting our objectives, we wanted to inject this aspect

This fun and exciting campaign consisted of bold graph

of fun into the NTS by taking the core thought and

ics, exciting imagery and most importantly, people. The

amplifying the feeling throughout Scotland. We wanted

introduction of fast paced music, movement, liveliness

to turn Scotland into a playground!

and a care free attitude was a real pace change for The
NTS. The focus was on selling the experiences, rather
than the places and buildings, allowing The NTS to come

And from this, ‘Let’s Play’
was born. The massive game
of ‘TAG’ had begun.

to life.
Taking two months from creative to conclusion, the
strong partnership and trust between STV and The NTS
helped drive the effective and exciting campaign to its
full potential.

The team were off at a
lightening pace, the game
had commenced…

Click here
to view
the advert

“I’m in.
Loads of fun
at NTS!”

Tag, you’re it!
Off the back of this, The NTS began their own Social

The NTS also invested in a Twitter Promoted

media campaign, bringing ‘Let’s Play’ imagery, video

Account and rolled out Promoted Tweets based on

content and snappy copy to their 53,000 followers

the campaign content; “wee girl 1, knights 0!” They

(Twitter 31,100, Facebook 22,000).

achieved 6000 new followers! And overall social
media delivered over 20,000 clicks through to the

Sponsored Stories on Facebook gave the TV advert a

campaign landing pages.

chance to shine, and The NTS was surprised with the
level of engagement from their existing followers
who shared and liked the posts, generating a huge
organic reach.

“Everyone
check this out.
It is great!”

And the
winner is…

Bright cheerful and
shows the depth
of what the NTS
has available”

The three week campaign ran from 25th June – 15th July
2013, setting in motion a chain of results that would
transform online membership recruitment, setting a new
precedent for future marketing campaigns.

Changing
Perceptions
An independent survey by Scotpulse of 2,175
people revealed that after the campaign there
was an increase in positive perceptions:

It’s
welcoming

“Fun - Just what
the NTS should
be known for.”

11% increase of
families said:

It’s for
It’s for me! everyone
8% increase of
families said:

12% increase of
families said:

14% of people who didn’t enjoy the advert
said it was, ‘too energetic’, ‘too fast’ and ‘silly’,
but this was exactly the tone The NTS wanted
to portray, warranting celebration from the
marketing team. Ultimately, the age range
they were targeting responded positively to
the campaign.

The game’s not
over yet!

Membership
Results:

After an extremely successful campaign, The NTS

They wanted 800 memberships through this campaign….

The results from the campaign speak for themselves,

During the three week campaign, there was an increase

wanted to keep the ball rolling and approached us to

they successfully achieved 1050, that’s 31% over their

including some surprises along the way.

of 33% in online traffic to the NTS website, but traffic to

produce a Christmas campaign. To push memberships

target! This equates to 1837 new members who enjoyed

as a great Christmas present, the light hearted approach

an NTS Christmas present.

their membership page increased by 111%! Over the full
Their original objective was to obtain 2200 new

summer period until the end of August, traffic to their

was continued with fun animation and a bold message.

members. They surpassed this by almost 100%, obtaining

membership pages increased by 56% proving that the

‘Banish Boring’ was the result.

4256 new members. 1057 of these were direct click

campaign had longer legacy than initially anticipated.

through from the digital campaign.
To achieve the objective of data capture, we ran a

Click here
to view
the advert

65% of their new memberships were in their targeted

competition through STV digital and on air from which

younger market, making the campaign a huge success

they received 2200 entries. This allowed them to do a

as part of their long-term strategy to change the

follow up email campaign to promote membership and

demographic of their membership.

events.

4256

Crossing the
finish line
Through childlike thought and imagination, we were
able to showcase The NTS’s most appealing sights and
experiences to the right audience. Striking a balance
between respect and a little rambunctiousness; we all left
the project feeling satisfied and proud. To work alongside
such a wonderful charity and help them achieve their
goals was a truly enjoyable journey. The numbers speak
volumes and we think the transformation was historical!

Let’s PLAY!
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